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contain adjacent pixels that have similar color values).
The systems above use all the pixels in the image
(include pixels are scattered) in retrieval process, so high
computational complexity and sometimes the retrieval
quality is not improved. That is why we are considered
only to some homogeneous regions in matching process
similar two images.
One of the interactive learning techniques is relevance
feedback (RF) was developed for text retrieval [5]. Since
the mid-1990s, relevance feedback (RF) has been
proposed to CBIR to improve performance for retrieval
systems [6]-[9]. The main idea of RF is to let users guide
the system. In retrieval process, the users interact with the
system and appreciate associated of images retrieved
(according to subjective of users). With this additional
information, system will learn on user attention and
propose best results.
Field of Information Retrieval has been developed in a
long time and many efficient information retrieval
techniques were developed with relevance feedback.
However, we did not take advantage of this effective
technique in content-based image retrieval. That's why
we apply integrated information retrieval technique to
image retrieval. To do this, in addition to using the
homogeneous regions of image, our proposed method
conversion feature vector representing image to weights
vector, then based on the method of cosine measures to
compute the similarity of two weight vectors and use the
model relevance feedback information retrieval.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2, weight vector and relevance feedback
techniques will be briefly reviewed. Feature extraction
and image feature representation are described in Section
3. In Section 4, content-based image retrieval with
relevance feedback is addressed in detail. Experimental
results and conclusions will be given in Section 5 and
Section 6 respectively.

Abstract—Relevance feedback and region based image
retrieval are two effective ways to improve accuracy in
content-based image retrieval. In this paper, we propose a
content-based image retrieval method using relevance
feedback and homogeneous region. By extracting a number
of homogeneous color regions from the image and
calculating the occurrence frequency of regions, we convert
image feature vectors to weighted vectors. On the basis of
the weighted vectors, we calculate the similarity between
two weighted vectors and using relevant feedback technique.
Our experimental results on a Wang database of over 10,000
images suggest that the technique results in which is close to
user’s intention better than the CBsIR and CCH methods. 
Index Terms—content based image retrieval, weighted
vectors, feature vectors, machine learning.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In digital decades, millions of images are stored in the
huge database and on the Internet, find interesting images
within a large collection of images requires a new
approach. Most of the images not owned by us, therefore,
we do not have the knowledge to support finding images
of interest. If we search for images in the database is
manually, we can search for the most desirable because
image content recognition capabilities of the human is
great (nothing can compare). However, the most
challenges when retrieval big database with human is
speed.
Many content-based image retrieval systems (CBIR)
executable retrieval based on major feature global. Many
time users access to CBIR system for search object but
these system seem failure, by an indication is computed
for the whole image that can't collect enough all the
important properties of the separate objects. Contentbased image retrieval systems based on region (RBIR)
[1]-[4] trying to overcoming limitations of the global
feature through representing images at object level closer
to human perception [2].
However, pixels are sparsely scattered in the image so
not became homogeneous regions (homogeneous regions

II.

A model most popular models for information retrieval
is the vector space model [10]-[12], therefore, in this
section we will present the weighted vectors to represent
documents and compute similarity between two
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documents. After obtaining the weight vector and
computed similarity, relevance feedback technique will
be combined to retrieval process to increase system
performance.

feedback is the process of automatically adjusting an
existing query using information feedback by the user
about the relevance of previously retrieved documents.
The mechanism of this method can be described
elegantly in the vector space. If the sets of relevant
documents (DR) and non-relevant documents (DN) are
known, the optimal query can be proven to be [10]-[12]:

A. Weighting Vector
Term weighting is a technique of assigning different
weights for different keywords (different terms)
according to their relative importance to the document
[10], [12].
If we define wik to be the weight for term

V (qopt ) 

tk , k  1, 2,..., N in document i, where N is the number
of terms, document i can be represented as a weight
vector:
(1)
V (di )  [wi1;...; wik ;...; wik ]

M
1
df k

V (q ')  V (q)   (

(2)

III.

V (d ) V (q )
|| V (d ) || || V (q) ||

(3)

(4)

where numerator is the product of two vectors V (d ) and

V (q) , while the denominator is the product Euclidean
length.
B. Relevance Feedback
As we can see from the subsection A, in the vector
model, the specification wqk in q is very critical since the
similarity values Sim(d, q) are computed based on them.
However, it is usually difficult for a user to map his
information need into a sets of terms precisely. To
overcome this difficulty, the technique of relevance
feedback has been proposed [10]-[12]. Relevance
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IMAGE FEATURE EXTRACTION AND
REPRESENTATION

We will use color feature based image retrieval in this
paper. To demonstrate the validity of the proposed
approach, we will convert color feature representations to
the weighted vector model. We briefly describe the two
representations about extract and feature represented in
this section.
We design an algorithm that extracts the feature vector.
The algorithm works as follows: The first, pixel values
with the average value in a small local neighborhood
(currently including the 8 adjacent pixels), then discretize
the color space, such that there are only N distinct colors
in the image. Then computed the regional groups color
similarity through classify the color similarity pixel in the
bin color and each bin color, built collection regions
(each region consists of pixels belonging to the same bin
color and size is predefined). Finally, building vector
representing the image consists of N components (N
colors respectively), each component is a list of regions
same color.
Following is the LoHR algorithm. The algorithm
returns a representing image vector consists of N
components (N colors respectively), each component is a
list of regions same color.

The similarity between V (d ) and V (q) is defined as
the Cosine distance
Sim(d , q) 

i

where  ,  and  are suitable constants [3], [13]; N R '
and N N ' are the numbers of documents in D 'R and D 'N .
The q’ approaches qopt as the relevance feedback iteration
moves on. Experiments indicate that the retrieval
performance can be improved considerably by using
relevance feedback [10]-[12].

where df k is the document frequency for term k and M is
the total number of documents in the collection.
Experiments have shown that the product of tf and idf is a
good estimation of the weights [10]-[12].
The query q has the same model as that of document d
mean it is a weight vector in the term space:

V (q)  [wq1;...; wqk ;...; wqN ]

 V (d )  N

where NR is the number of documents in DR and NT the
number of the total documents.
In practice, DR and DN are not known in advance.
However, the relevance feedback obtained from the user
furnishes approximations to DR and DN which are referred
as D 'R and D 'N .
The original query q can be modified by putting more
weights on the relevant terms and less weight on the nonrelevant terms.

To correctly estimate the weights, we need to consider
two aspects. First, if term k is frequently occurred in the
document i then wik should be assigned high value. This
intuition suggests that a term frequency (tf) factor should
be included in the estimation of wik . Second, tf alone
can’t ensure an acceptable estimation. When the high
frequency term is not concentrated in a few documents
but instead spreading over all documents, we should give
this term low weight. This leads to the inverse document
frequency (idf), which varies inversely with the number
of documents in which a term appears.

idf k  log 2

1
NR

LoHR Algorithm (List of Homogeneous Region)
Input: I - image consists n pixels
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that, determine the weight vector of query image
q  [wq,1;...; wq,k ;...wq, N ] and weight vector of database

T - size threshold of region
Output: R - collection regions of image I
1. ri,j 
2. NumberRegion0
3. Ngetcolor (I);
4. for i1 to N do
4.1 bini  getcolorpixel (I, i)
4.2 for j1 to size (bini) do
{
ri,jgetneightborpixel (bini, T);
size (bini)size (bini)-size (ri,j)
if (ri,j<>  )
NumberRegion++
}
5. for i1 to NumberRegion do
5.1 RR  {ri, j}

images

region

vector R i  [wi,1;...; wi,k ;...wi, N ] of each the image
database
according
to
Cosine
similarity
V (d ) V (q )
. The last, apply formula (6)
Sim(d , q) 
|| V (d ) || || V (q) ||
to get information from user and improve the quality
result collection. Following is the algorithm image
retrieval to use IRuRF relevance feedback. The algorithm
returns an images result collection.
IRuRF algorithm (Image Retrieval using Relevance
Feedback)
Input:
q - query image
DBI - image set in database
DR - dictionary regions
T - size threshold of region
 - threshold similar region
Output:
S - result images set
1. TR  ; TN  
2. q LoHR (q, T, R)
3. for each image i  DBI do
3.1 Ii LoHR (Ii, T, R)
4. for i1 to N do
4.1 wq,i  count (rdr,i , rq,i , )

(7)

4.2 q  q  {wq,i }
5. for each image i  DBI do
5.1 for j1 to N do

IMAGE RETRIEVAL WITH RELEVANCE FEEDBACK

Related techniques are described in Section 2 is a
powerful technique, but it can only application in
information retrieval vector model. To use this technique
we need to develop technique that can convert the image
feature vector to the weight vector in the vector model.
For retrieval, we proposed image retrieval algorithm
using IRuRF relevant feedback. Algorithm is performed
as follows: The first, building collective of dictionary of
region DR. This dictionary collection consists of N
regions, is represented by: DR  [rdr ,1;...; rdr ,k ;...rdr , N ] .

wi, j  count (rdr,i , ri, j , )
I i  I i {wi, j }

6. for each image i  DBI do
6.1 Computing Sim(q, Ii ) 

V (q ) V ( I i )
|| V (q) || || V ( I i ) ||

7. Repeat
7.1 User select I ' R relevance images and I ' N nonrelevant images
7.2 for each image i  I 'R do

The next, images extract features in the database
according to the Lohr algorithm we are obtained
collection of feature vectors R i  [ri,1;...; ri,k ;...ri, N ] .

TR  TR  I i
7.3 for each image i  I 'N do

Extracted of query q image feature according to Lohr
algorithm
we
are
obtained
feature
vector
q  [rq,1;...; rq,k ;...rq, N ] . In each this feature vector, each

TN  TN  I i
7.4 q'  q   (

component ri,j (rq,j) is a list of regions with j color. After
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the

inverse images collection frequency. The computing is
based on determining two regions is similar (two regions
are similar if the same color and equal in size or different
a threshold θ). The similarity between the weight vector
of the query image q  [wq,1;...; wq,k ;...wq, N ] and weight

where N is the number of specific colors and also known
as dimensional of feature vector and ri,j with j=1, 2, …, N
is understood as a list of j regions color in the I image.
IV.

through

frequency rdr , j in rq , j and rdr , j in ri , j respectively and

LoHR algorithm has parameters: I, T, ri,j,
NumberRegion, N, bini and R. There is I input image, T
is threshold for determining the region, r i,j is a region,
Numberregion is number of regions in image, N is the
number of colors to be quantified, binj is color bucket
corresponds to ith color, R is the list of regions in the
image. The algorithm uses functions getcolor(),
getcolorpixel(), size() and getneightborpixel(), getcolor()
function return color number from image, getcolorpixel()
function get pixels have i color from image, size()
function get amount pixels of a color bucket,
getneightborpixel() get connected pixels in bini with
amount connected pixels in bini larger threshold T
indicated.
After receiving the list of R regions with the
corresponding colors, we will get feature vector of I
image as follows:

R i  [ri,1;...; ri,k ;...ri, N ]

Ii  [wi,1;...; wi,k ;...wi , N ]
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Recall is the ratio of relevant images in database that
been retrieved with a query. Precision is the ratio of
relevant images that relevant to query image.

7.5 Readln (Answer);
8. Until (Answer = “No”);
9. Return S
IRuRF algorithm has parameters: q, DBI, DR, S, TR ,

recall 

TN , T, R, Ii, wq ,i , rdr ,i , rq ,i ,  , I 'R , I 'N , TR , TN ,
N R ' , N N ' ,  ,  and  . Where q is input query image,
DBI is image collection database, DR is dictionary
collection region, S is image result collection, T R is sum
of image relevance vectors with query image, T N is sum
of image non-relevant vectors with query image, T is
threshold region, Ii is ith image in database, wq,i is ith
weight of query image vector, rdr,i is dictionary region has
i color, rq,i is list regions has i color in query image,  is
similarity threshold region, I 'R is images relevance

area( RA )
area( RA )
; precision 
area( A)
area( R)

Precision is the average precision of the total 187
queries and the results are shown in Fig. 2. The results
indicate that IRuRF is better than CBsIR and CCH.

collection that user to select,

I 'N is images nonrelevance collection that user to select, N R ' is amount

images relevance that user to select, N N ' is amount
images non-relevance that user to select,  ,  and 
appropriate constants. The algorithm also uses Lohr()
algorithm, function count (rdr ,i , rq,i , ) . LoHR() algorithm

Figure 2. Compare precision - recall of IRuRF with CBsIR and CCH.

Table I summarizes the average query results. The
retrieval results are summary as precision and recall. We
performed some experiments, the first IRuRF technique
is used to retrieved, CBsIR technique [13] is used in the
second experiment, and the final CCH technique [14].

return list of regions and count (rdr ,i , rq,i , ) computed
frequently occurred and inverse frequently in the image
rdr ,i in rq ,i with similar threshold  .
V.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

TABLE I.

The system is implemented on PC Pentium 2.8GHz
processors and 1GB of main memory, running Windows
8, using a Wang database of 10,000 images1. The images
are stored in JPEG format with size 126×85 and
quantified in 15 colors. The database consists of 19 topics:
The Sea, card, horse, butterfly, flower, sports athletes,
windsurfing, sailing, fruits, flags, birds, house, waterfall,
bear, wildebeest, cars, mountain, sunset, and forest. This
database will be used to prove the accuracy of technique.
The 100 images in the first image retrieval are
categorized into positive and negative samples (according
to users).
In this research we compare the results with CBsIR [13]
and CCH [14]. To provide reliable results, random
selection 10 images from each of nineteenth categories
above. Recall precision graph [15] is used to compare
IRuRF, CBsIR and CCH.

THE AVERAGE RESULTS OF THE QUERY
Precision

call
IRuRF

CBsIR

CCH

0.1

0.96

0.84

0.77

0.2

0.93

0.81

0.69

0.3

0.8

0.72

0.58

0.4

0.77

0.63

0.51

0.5

0.69

0.58

0.47

0.6

0.64

0.52

0.34

0.7

0.56

0.43

0.33

0.8

0.53

0.35

0.26

0.9

0.45

0.32

0.23

1

0.28

0.26

0.12

Horse image is used for query image for IRuRF,
CBsIR and CCH to indicate the effectiveness of IRuRF.
Group 30 images are found by IRuRF, CBsIR and CCH
that are indicated in Fig. 3, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.
Figure 1. Recall and precision for query results

VI.

The R is a collection of relevant images in a database,
A is a collection of images retrieval returned, R A is a
collection of relevant images in collection A (Fig. 1).

We have developed IRuRF that is a novel image
retrieval method based on homogeneous regions using
relevance feedback technique. IRuRF method has two
advantage: We haven't process all pixels in image

1

http://wang.ist.psu.edu/IMAGE
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[2]

(processing some homogeneous regions only) and benefit
advantage of relevance feedback in information retrieval
and lead to the collection result closer to human
perception.
The experimental results on a database consisting of
10,000 images indicates semantic accuracy of propose
method. The experimental also indicate performance of
IRuRF is higher than CBsIR and CCH methods.

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]
Figure 3. These images found by IRuRF
[11]
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Figure 4. These images found by CBsIR
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Figure 5. These images found by CCH
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